
PERFORMANCE 
WITHOUT LIMITATIONS
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For digging and other light tool applications, most of today’s 
solutions for keeping the load covered during transport come 
with significant design drawbacks. From limited extension 
possibilities to limited lifting capacities, these issues translate 
to limitations for your business.

INTRODUCING 
HIAB BUCKET KIT FOR TIPPER TRUCKS

But now you don’t have to settle for limitations. The new HIAB Bucket 
Kit for Tipper Trucks is a future-proof solution that keeps your load 
covered, while giving you the powerful performance of HIAB’s knuckle 
boom cranes. With advanced developed geometry and the possibili-
ties of at least 3 extensions, these state-of-the-art cranes mean longer 
outreach, higher lifting capacity and a lower overall weight. 

It’s all made possible by HIAB’s Bucket Cradle and the patented Rapid 
Lock System (RLS). These unique innovations let you easily park crane 
and bucket out of the way while in transport, and quickly get down to 
work once you arrive on the job. 

Technical data X-HiPro 192 E-3 X-HiPro 232 E-3 X-HiDuo 188 E-3 X-HiDuo 228 E-3

Lifting capacity (kNm) 172 203 163 195

Lifting capacity (tm) 17.5 20.7 16.3 19.9

Outreach, hydraulic extensions (m) 10.8 10.6 10.8 10.6

Installation space required (mm) 1324 1324 1324 1324

Height in folded position (mm) 2260 2269 2260 2269

Weight in standard version, without stabilisers and bucket (kg) 2170 2240 2190 2260

Weight Stabilisers (kg) 271-428 271-428 271-428 271-428

Features

Semi Automatic Folding (SAF) Option Option Option Option

Crane Tip Control (CTC) Option Option - -

Load Stabilising Systen Vertical movments (LSS-V) Option Option Option Option

Load Stabilising Systen Horisontal movments (LSS-H) Option Option Option Option

XSDrive levers Remote control Standard Standard Standard Standard

XSDrive Joystick Remote control Option Option Option Option

CombiDrive3 Remote control with displays Option Option - -

Load sensing and pressure compensating hydraulics Standard Standard - -

Stand up platform Standard Standard Standard Standard

High speed extensions Standard Standard Standard Standard

Unlimited productivity
No matter your needs, HIAB can support you with a knuckle boom 
and bucket set-up to match. The HIAB Bucket Kit for Tipper Trucks 
is available for the following models:
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INTRODUCING 
HIAB BUCKET KIT FOR TIPPER TRUCKS

INNOVATION TO DEFY LIMITATION

HIAB knuckle boom cranes
With a more developed geometry than traditional 
Z-crane solutions, HIAB knuckle boom cranes 
offer a number of benefits for improving produc-
tivity. With the possibilities for at least 3 extensions, 
they offer far longer outreach as well as greater 
lifting capacity relative to their own weight. 

RLS – Rapid Lock System 
The flexible HIAB Rapid Lock System makes it 
faster and easier to exchange different crane 
attachments. The operator simply manoeuvres the 
crane arm into the chosen accessory, where HIAB’s 
advanced electrohydraulic locking function ensures 
quick, secure coupling. In addition to boosting 
productivity, RLS improves 
safety as there is no need for 
the operator to climb the 
vehicle and manually secure 
the attachment. 

Bucket Cradle 
The HIAB Bucket Cradle was specially designed 
to simplify load transport and improve productivity 
for tipper trucks used in digging and filling 
applications. Incorporated into the operator 
platform behind the truck cabin, the cradle safely 
stores the bucket out of the 
way when in transit and allows 
for quick attachment when the 
truck arrives on the job site. 

Integrated Safety Platform
With the HIAB Bucket Kit for Tipper Trucks, crane 
operators can work both efficiently and  safely. An integrated 
control platform provides the optimal 
perspective for digging and filling work, 
while built-in guard beams keep the 
operator protected at all times. 

SAF – Semi-automatic folding
Semi-automatic folding increases productivity and reduces 
the risk of costly damage by making it fast  and easy for 
any operator to park the crane in a 
safe and controlled way. Both folding 
and unfolding can be performed with  a 
single control lever, rather than 
individually steering swing, tilt, lift and 
extension movements.
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To learn more about the HIAB Bucket Kit 
for Tipper Trucks visit hiab.com

BUILT TO PERFORM
Hiab is the world’s leading provider of on-road load- 
handling equipment, intelligent services and digitally 
connected solutions. Hiab’s offering encompasses 
class-leading load handling equipment including HIAB 
loader cranes, LOGLIFT and JONSERED forestry and 
recycling cranes, MOFFETT truck-mounted forklifts, 
MULTILIFT demountables, and tail lifts under ZEPRO, 
DEL, and WALTCO brands. As the industry pioneer,  
our commitment is to increase efficiency in our  
customers’ businesses and to shape the future  
of intelligent load handling.
hiab.com
 
Hiab is part of Cargotec Corporation.
cargotec.com


